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CO’S MESSAGE 
We recently had a ceremony to recognize the 

HC-27J aircraft’s transition to sustainment, 

which will hereafter be managed by ALC’s Medi-

um Range Surveillance (MRS) Product Line.  

Starting back in 2014, the C-27J Aircraft Pro-

gram Office (APO) was formed to acquire a fleet 

of 14 relatively new C-27J aircraft that had been 

placed in long-term storage at the AMARG 

“boneyard” as part of a cancelled DOD acquisi-

tion program.  Since then C-27J APO personnel 

have worked extremely hard to get all 14 aircraft 

regenerated and safely flown out of the desert, 

including delivering 6 to Airsta Sacto to stand 

the Watch, all while overcoming numerous 

challenges and roadblocks to achieve critical 

milestones and keep the Program on track.  The 

APO has successfully advanced the C-27J pro-

gram to a point where it makes sense for ALC to 

now assume sustainment responsibilities, just 

like all of our legacy aviation assets.  Over the 

last year APO and MRS Product Line leadership have teamed to carefully coordinate the transfer of Technical Services, Qual-

ity Assurance, and the Supply Cell to ALC’s MRS Product Line, in all transferring 35 personnel.  Although many have been in 

place for a while now, I wanted to take this opportunity again to congratulate them on their previous APO success and wel-

come them into the greater MRS and ALC family – Welcome Aboard!  

As I was riding in the GV the other day with XO and XD, a mule towing a newly 

painted helicopter crossed our path.  Our conversation turned to the incredible job 

that our folks do when coating our aircraft.  That shiny paint job will look as good out 

in the field for the next 4 plus years as it does when it leaves ALC; I have not seen a 

Coast Guard plane yet that doesn’t.  I thought that was an exceptional testament to 

the work we do here at THE ALC, and it isn’t just the paint.  The planes that come 

out of here are ready to stand the toughest rescues in the worst weather, and Coast 

Guard Aviators can bank on that.  And speaking of weather, hurricane season is upon 

us once again, and I want to remind everyone to make sure you have a “storm plan”.  

Be sure to prep now:  ensure your home is ready; stock extra water and vital medi-

cines; check out evacuation routes; and most importantly, make sure your contact 

info is updated with your supervisors so they can locate you in the event of a storm.  

As always, thank you for all you do! 
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SK2 Ejon Knapp re-enlisting for 4 
years to accept his orders to CG Sta-
tion Humboldt Bay. Bravo Zulu, ship-
mate!" 

Chris and Gil Lee receive a pre-flight briefing before a civilian familiari-
zation flight on an HH-60T helicopter, May 18, 2018.  Chris and Gil are 
brothers, and both work in the IOD Upholstery shop.  Afterwards, they 
reported the experience as ‘AWESOME!’ 

On April 2nd, a Labor Agreement Signing Ceremony was held at the Coast Guard’s Aviation Logis-
tics Center to celebrate the negotiated agreement between Coast Guard Aviation Logistics Center, 
Coast Guard Base Elizabeth City, Coast Guard Aviation Technical Training Center and Local 
Lodge 2203, Affiliate of District 74 of the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace 
Workers AFL-CIO. Pictured are (standing left to right):  Chip Hatfield, Carl Woody, Mike Free, 
Jamie Jenkins, Willard Jenkins, Joe Greaser, Blake Ennis, Lee Pipkin, Tom McCormick, Chris 
Waters. Seated:  Ryan Smith, Ed Gibbons.  Not shown: John Berry. 



SK2 Britney Tribuzio was selected as ALC’s Enlisted Person of the Quarter for the first 

quarter of CY 2018. While serving as the transformation warehouse supervisor, her initia-

tive and innovation resulted in streamlining the disposition process and reducing the 

footprint of the storage space required.  Her tireless work ethic and devotion to duty were 

on display in full force as she processed more than 1,300 items of excess General Purpose 

Property worth $1.4M and disposed of 43 pallets of excess electronics consumables val-

ued at more than $1.2M.  SK2 Tribuzio improved the property disposition processes at 

ALC from the ground up, providing in-depth training to the 49 property custodians as-

signed to the unit.  Demonstrating her commitment to the Coast Guard, and assisted the 

Aviation Technical Training Center dispose of over 500 computers, 20 printers, and other 

electronics, helping the unit successfully complete their Force Command Readiness Fi-

nance Inspection.  She volunteered her free time to deliver meals to those in need through 

the Meals on Wheels program and networked with city and community leaders to help 

coordinate fundraising and plan a 5K road race for the annual Elizabeth City Potato Festi-

val. Please make it a point to stop and congratulate PO Tribuzio. 

ALC ENLISTED PERSON OF THE QUARTER 

JANUARY TO MARCH 2018 

SK2 BRITNEY TRIBUZIO 

THURSDAY TRAINING 

Those of us who work with BOD 

Deputy, Cindy Soules, know of her 

passion for the ALC Workforce.  We 

do sometimes call her the “good idea 

fairy”, but she is always looking for 

ways to bring training and engage-

ment to everyone in the workforce. 

Many of you have attended her series, 

“Lunch and Learn” that have tips and 

technics in applying for jobs using 

USA Jobs, building a better resume 

as well as interview tips. 

Her latest ideas are incorporating 

ways to enhance your out of work life 

and improve your life at work. Thurs-

day will be the day! 

1st Thursday of the month will fea-

ture “Cool Tips” in HMF 2 TR 3 from 

1145 to 1230.  Watch for specific 

topics, some of the ideas circulating 

around are “fishing tips for the Albe-

marle”, “exercises at your desk” and 

“packing a healthy lunch”. 

2nd Thursday of the month will 

provide information about our com-

munity in a series titled “Out and 

About Around Elizabeth City” in 

HMF 2 TR 3 from 1145 to 1230.   We 

are planning to provide speakers to 

discuss the history, art and activities 

available in the area – don’t tell 

Cindy there’s nothing to do around 

here! 

Not new, but a recurring training 

opportunity for ALC supervisors – on 

the 3rd Thursday of every month in 

HMF 2 TR 3 from 1300 to 1430 – 

specific and useful training is provid-

ed for supervisors.   

Finally, on the 4th Thursday of every 

month the “Lunch and Learn” series 

will continue in HMF 2 TR 3 from 

1145 to 1230 for those wishing to 

learn more about civilian employ-

ment at ALC. 

The 1st, 2nd and 4th Thursday series 

are open to all ALC employees with 

the permission of their supervisor 

and is intended to be used as your 

lunch period.  E-mails will be sent 

out with specific topics and how to 

sign-up!   Plan to bring your lunch 

and learn! 
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Leaving ALC?  Fill out the Exit Survey by r ight clicking  or  go to 

ALC Portal Page, Click ALC Advisory Council in the toolbar, then chose 

“Exit Survey”. 

Have questions or comments for the Command?  Go to Com -

mand Questions by right clicking or go to ALC Portal Page, Click ALC Ad-

visory Council in the toolbar, then chose “Command Questions”. 

https://cg.portal.uscg.mil/units/alc/AdvisCoun/Lists/ExitSurvey/overview.aspx
https://cg.portal.uscg.mil/units/alc/AdvisCoun/Lists/CommSug/overview.aspx
https://cg.portal.uscg.mil/units/alc/AdvisCoun/Lists/CommSug/overview.aspx


Various business processes occur every day at ALC that allow the USCG to maintain mission goals and objectives, but one of those 

business processes usually goes unnoticed hence the question “who pays the bills?”.  This group of individuals in the ALC ALD 

Fiscal branch manages to process all the payables (bills) for ALC.  ALD Fiscal branch processes both federal and non-federal paya-

bles (often referred to as commercial payables).  In the past year, ALD Fiscal branch has processed over 15,000 commercial invoic-

es for payments totaling $357,073,900 while paying less than $13,900 in interest penalties and taking advantage of $220,240 in 

discounts offered.  By taking these discounts, ALC is able to maintain those funds in the operational budget.  The ALD Fiscal 

branch also processes payables with other government agencies using IPACs (Intragovernmental Payment and Collection) with 

the US Treasury.  In the past year, ALD Fiscal branch has processed nearly 1150 IPACs valued at $69,628,000.   

The ALD Fiscal branch staff is trained 

and aware of federal regulations, 

internal procedures and timelines 

related to both federal and non-

federal payables.  The ALD Fiscal 

branch staff have processed payments 

reaching over $426,700,000 without 

having a major audit finding for the 

payable process that helped contrib-

ute to the clean audit option for the 

USCG.  This group may go unnoticed 

to most but they are getting the bills 

paid so that the USCG can maintain 

the ALC business system policy of 

“We keep ‘em flying by Providing: the 

Right Stuff, at the Right Place, at the 

Right Time, at the Right Cost,… Every 

time.”  

ALC LOSES STORAGE SPACE AT OFF SITE WAREHOUSE 

WHO PAYS THE BILLS? 

By now most everyone has 

heard that Elizabeth City 

will be getting a Harbor 

Freight store.  What they 

may not realize is that the 

new store now occupies 

approximately 12,500 

square feet of ALD’s Off-

Site Warehouse (TW2) at 

the old WalMart facility 

on Ehringhaus St.  Over 

the past couple of months 

ALD has worked in con-

junction with Coast Guard 

CEU Cleveland and Wheeler Real Estate 

Co, the management group for the facility, 

to make sure the space was unoccupied 

and ready for renovation, in addition to 

bringing materials and equipment through 

the warehouse to the site of the new store.  

Harbor Freight is expected to open this 

summer. 
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ALC GS– CIVILIAN OF THE QUARTER 

1ST QTR 2018 

TERRIE PICKARD 

Ms. Terry Pickard from the COCO staff was chosen as the GS Civilian Employee of the 

Quarter for the 1st quarter CY 2018.  Terrie is a purchasing agent that supports not only 

ALD, but the BOD, ISD, SEHO, and OPS.  During this period, she offered to take on an 

$8M pre-award for Warehouse Support services.  This not only helped to ease the work-

load of her teammates, but has also helped ALD in streamlining the procurement process 

while meeting a tight deadline.  Her assistance with the ALD Warehouse Industry Day 

was instrumental in ensuring its success and will have a positive impact on ALD for years 

to come.  Terrie willingly took over the administration of multiple Service Maintenance 

Agreements (SMAs) and has created a process to ensure that all SMAs are monitored and 

funded in time to prevent a lapse in service.  Her efforts with the SMA program have en-

sured that ALC is getting the right services at the right price!  While maintaining a heavy 

purchasing agent workload, Terrie has also awarded many contracts to include Electric 

Carts ($242K), Action Ingress Software ($721K), and IBM Cognos Software ($758K).  

Terrie’s dedication and technical knowledge are an example to all who work in not only 

ALD, but all of ALC.  She is a true asset to the Coast Guard team. 

PHUNG RECOGNIZED 

LRS would like to recognize 

AETC Phung for providing units 

with training and helping them 

install the new P2000 VHF FM 

radio upgrade in the C130H 

community. Demonstrating 

outstanding initiative, he di-

rected all aspects of the P-2000 

VHF-FM transceiver project 

allowing Coast Guard aircrews 

to communicate on common 

frequencies with federal, state 

and local agencies. Chief Phung 

has been to Clearwater, Hawaii 

and now Kodiak, Alaska work-

ing long hours to help complete 

this vital upgrade. 
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CHECKING IN OR OUT? 

Make sure you follow check-in/out 

procedures listed in ALC Instructions 

12300.1C or 12300.2A.   

Don’t forget to update your infor-

mation in Global, go to: 

https://edms.uscg.mil/SelfService/ 

Check your phone and update name 

and message. Send in a CGFIXIT 

ticket to reset your password. 

(Right click highlighted words to 

open hyperlink.) 

https://cg.portal.uscg.mil/units/alc/Lists/ALC%20Instructions%20v2/AllItems.aspx
https://edms.uscg.mil/SelfService/
https://cgfixit.osc.uscg.mil/arsys/forms/cgfixitapp/SRS%3AServiceRequestConsole/Default+Administrator+View/?cacheid=c73df7e4


Goldie Forbes, ESD 
As an update to ESD’s effort to introduce and imple-

ment Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals 

(IETMs) containing upgraded maintenance features 

such as Intelligent Wiring and Interactive Illustrated 

Parts Breakdowns for the USCG, we are proud to re-

port the successful implementation of this technology 

across multiple assets.  The completion and delivery of 

Minotaur technical data in IETM format is now fully 

functional for HC-130J and HC-144. In addition, C-27 

technical data is currently being developed and is ex-

pected be complete early 2019.  To support HC-130J 

and HC-144 assets, maintainers can now access the 

Minotaur IETM and associated Intelligent Wiring 

which is loaded on CF-53 CASE laptops. With over 

600 wiring diagrams complete and over 350 in devel-

opment for C-27, maintainers are now better equipped 

with improved and modernized features to perform 

electrical troubleshooting electronically from the dia-

gram. Such features as interactively tracing wires 

through circuits, using advanced trace functions while 

exercising components, and having direct access to 

pertinent notes and specifications while “hovering over” components and wires are now available.  In addition to Intelligent 

Wiring functionality, maintainers can also take full advantage of IETM functionality including hyperlinking to all reference 

data, full searchability, and more interactive publication features. 

 

ESD continues to collaborate with other agencies to adjust and improve.  Look for much more to come as ESD strives to con-

tinue the growth and hopes to transition more technical data to IETM format in the future. 

ESD—IETM/INTELLIGENT WIRING UPDATE 
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ALC WG– CIVILIAN OF THE QUARTER 

1ST QTR 2018 

JONATHON DALSTRA 

Mr. Jonathan Dalstra, a work leader in IOD’s Hydraulic Shop, was selected as the ALC 

WG Civilian of the Quarter for the 1st quarter CY 2018.  He consistently demonstrated 

exemplary leadership skills along with a strong organizational understanding of ALC. He 

is involved daily with WIP implementation in Shops 241 (Hydraulics) and 132 (Tubing), 

effectively managing priorities and has been able to manage customer concerns and meet 

production requirements despite at times being down three civilian positions. Since be-

coming fully staffed he has been able to identify and provide needed cross training to 

better support IOD’s customers. A LEAN event was held in Shops 241 and 132, with Mr. 

Dalstra as the team lead, to identify space constraints that potentially effected shop capa-

bilities and throughput. The team was able to identify several areas for improvement in 

both space and housekeeping practices, which as resolved have resulted in increased 

throughput for shop 241.    IOD stood up a Production Support Shop (100), in late Janu-

ary, which included rerouting of all extended work orders associated with shops 241 and 

133. Mr. Dalstra has embraced this change and has remained deeply involved with the 

daily operations of shop 100 and how it has impacted the flow of work into shop 241.  He 

has also embraced all requests that have been made of shop 241 in this process, providing 

feedback, which has allowed management to make informed decisions moving forward 

with the Production Support Shop.     Mr. Dalstra’s efforts and participation in each of 

these initiatives have provided huge dividends for shop 241 and IOD as a whole. Through 

March 2018, shop 241’s total WIP has been reduced by roughly 40% while daily through-

put has increased by nearly 200% since December 2017. As a result, expedite requests for 

shop 241 components are trending down. Mr. Dalstra’s accomplishments are having 

meaningful impact for Shop 241, IOD, and across ALC. 
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A FEW PHOTOS FROM 
JUNE  PROMOTIONS 

 



LCDR Jeff Bolling, OPS 
 

You always wonder how you’re going to react when you are confronted with an unexpected scenario that tests your capacity as a 

human being.  Well, the crew of CG 6022 found that out one crisp spring day 400 miles from the closest ocean.  So “there we 

were”…transferring an H-60 helicopter from ALC in Elizabeth City, NC to Traverse City, MI.  After slipping in between the cloud 

layer and the tips of the Appalachian mountain range we set our sights on our fuel stop, not knowing the challenge which we 

were about to face (much like Rocky facing Drago in Rocky IV).  After landing in Columbus Ohio (cue the moans from the Mich-

igan Wolverine fans), we made our way into the FBO where the normal search for restroom, crew car, and warm cookies en-

sued.  As we were finishing up our second cookie and evaluating icing layer that was forecasted for our next leg, Armell Bal-

maceda looked at me with a seriousness in his eyes that I’ve never seen before and said those words that will forever haunt my 

dreams; “Dude!  Is that Adam Sandler?” (I just got chills writing it).  I looked up to see Adam Sandler walking towards me talk-

ing on the phone.  He looked at me in the middle of my “Oh my god” face and I tried to pass off a cool head nod that probably 

looked like a dolphin begging for fish.  We then looked around and saw Jonathan Loughran and Allen Covert from Grandma’s 

Boy and bunch of Adam’s movies as well as Rob Schneider.  Realizing the gravity of the situation, Armell wrapped his arm 

around our BA, AET1 Sal Leone’s neck like a father to a son, leaned in close, and uttered those fateful words; “I’m about to tell 

you something, but I need you to hold it together.”  Sal’s face lit up, but he did hold it together.  Just like he was lowering a trail 

line like he’d done a thousand times before, he struck up a conversation with Johnathan. As our other BA, AMT2 Chris Duncan 

entered the FBO, Armell asked him if he recognized anyone.  Being in Ohio during the NBA playoffs, Chris said no since he did 

not see anyone resembling LeBron James.  Through CRM, we helped Chris gain his situational awareness (just needed to add 

some CRM speak to justify the article).  We were soon talking with Adam, Rob, and Johnathan about Rob’s failed military career 

and Adam’s trip to Pearl Harbor with his two kids that are 9 and 11, which are the same ages as my two boys (I feel like we 

should have exchanged numbers and totally hang out).  They gave us some free tickets to their comedy show they were filming 

for Netflix and agreed to a picture.  I am proud to say that I repressed the urge to regurgitate about 50 lines from his movies to 

him, which I’m sure he just loves.  That just shows you the capacity of the human brain when confronted with overwhelming 

stress.  To help other crews prepare for this type of scenario, I recommend ATC implement a Celebrity Encounter class at all 

Transition and Proficiency courses. 

Although, I write this tongue-in-cheek, which is important to clarify so Adam doesn’t think I’m a stalker if he ever were to read 

this, they were all really cool and engaging.  It was definitely the highlight of the trip. 

I NEED YOU TO HOLD IT TOGETHER 
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Drivers:  Do you ever think about motorcycles? 

When spring is in the air, motorcycles are everywhere. Do you 

long for the freedom that comes with riding on the open road? 

Then it is critical to respect your machine and improve your 

skills throughout your lifetime. But that's only half the story. 

Motorists interested only in four-wheeled vehicles still have a 

major responsibility in keeping motorcyclists safe on the road. 

In recognition of National Motorcycle Safety Awareness Month 

in May, the National Safety Council reminds riders – and driv-

ers – to do their part.  First, Some Stats 

In 2016, 4,976 motorcycle riders and passengers died in crash-

es, and nonfatal injuries that year totaled 88,000, according to Injury Facts® 2017, the statistical compendium on unintentional 

deaths and injuries published by NSC. Fatalities among motorcycle riders and passengers have increased nearly 3% from 2006, 

driven largely by an 8% increase in 2015. 

 Motorcycles make up 3% of all registered vehicles and only .7% of all vehicle miles traveled in the U.S. 

 Motorcyclists accounted for 13% of all traffic fatalities in 2016 

 26% of riders who died in a motorcycle crash in 2016 were alcohol-impaired 

 91% of riders who died in a motorcycle crash in 2016 were male 

 

The vast majority of vehicles on the road are not motorcycles. They're cars and vans and trucks. It's quite possible that as a driver 

you rarely think about motorcycles. 

This is a problem. "When motorcycles and other vehicles collide, it is usually the other (non-motorcycle) driver who violates the 

motorcyclist's right of way," according to an issue statement from NHTSA. "There is a continuing need to help other motorists 

'think' motorcycles and to educate motorcyclists to be aware of this problem." 

 Why do drivers often violate motorcyclists' right of way? 

 Motorcycles are relatively small and drivers don't see them 

 Drivers don't anticipate motorcycles' movements 

 The driver's view of the motorcyclist is obstructed, often by the vehicle's blind spots or other vehicles 

 The driver is distracted 

Driver education programs should emphasize these issues – especially in programs for mature drivers who may have diminished 

abilities. 

36% of All Fatalities in 2016 Were Older Riders 

Riders 50 and older made up 36% of all motorcycle fatalities in 2016, according to the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. So-

called "re-entry riders," who rode in their 20s and decided to take it up again in their late 40s to 60s face additional challenges 

today: more traffic, more powerful bikes, more distracted drivers and diminished physical skills.  If you're going to ride a motorcy-

cle, it's important to commit to a lifetime of learning new skills and brushing up on the old ones. 

Read about Baby Boomers and motorcycle safety concerns. ( Continued on page 10) 

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY 
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Skill and Gear Can Protect You 

A helmet is the most important equipment a biker can use. In 2016, 1,876 motorcyclists who died were not wearing a helmet.  Helmets 

are estimated to be 37% effective in preventing fatal injuries for operators and 41% for passengers, according to Injury Facts® 2017. 

 A full-coverage helmet offers the most protection 

 Look for the DOT sticker, which guarantees the helmet meets safety standards required by law 

 Never buy a used helmet; helmets are useless after they've been worn in a crash 

Here are more facts about  motorcycle helmet use from NHTSA 

Not every state has a helmet law, but even if yours does not, wear one anyway. A motorcycle crash is a "violent event." More than 80% 

of all reported motorcycle crashes result in injury or death, according to NHTSA. In addition to wearing a helmet: 

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY  - CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9 

SK2 Donald Hodgdon received a positive 
page 7 for his TDY period in Miami in 
support of Hurricane Irma's aftermath. 
Bravo Zulu, Shipmate!  

 Choose a bike that fits you; "super sport bikes" have driver death rates about 

four times that of cruisers or standard bikes, according to the Insurance 

Institute for 

 Highway Safety 

 Invest in antilock brakes 

 New riders should take a motorcycle safety course, and experienced riders 

should take refresher courses after being off their bikes for a while 

 Know the rules of the road 

 Be aware that riding with a passenger requires considerably more skill 

 Never drink and ride 

 Drive defensively, especially at intersections, where half of all collisions 

occur 

 Watch for hazards like potholes, manhole covers, oil slicks, puddles, debris, 

railroad tracks and gravel 

 Assume you are invisible to other motorists and position yourself to be seen 

 Use headlights day and night 

 Be courteous; don't weave in and out of lanes, or ride on the shoulder or 

between lanes 

 Don't speed 

 Wear bright and/or reflective clothing that is durable and boots that cover 

the ankles 

 Wear goggles, glasses or use a face shield that is ventilated to prevent fog-

ging, and make sure it's clear if riding at night 

Other Resources 

The Motorcycle Safety Foundation offers safety booklets, downloadable Rider 

Course handbooks, videos, quick tips, white papers and more. They also can help 

you find a motorcycle safety course near you. 

Ride-Apart publishes its list of the 10 most common causes for motorcycle acci-

dents and how to avoid them, complete with videos taken by helmet crash cams of 

what can go wrong. 



BOD is pleased to announce ALC’s new Training Computer Lab.  The Train-

ing Computer Lab is located in  HMF 1 directly across from the Training 

Office.  The Lab consist of five Workstation III’s and is available to all ALC 

employees.  This would be a great opportunity for specialized training for a 

small group of employees or for personnel without a desktop SWII to work 

on mandated annual training.  To schedule lab time, please contact Glenna 

Wyatt at ext. 6061 or Valerie Miles at ext. 6214 in the Training Office.   

TRAINING LAB OPENS 
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IOD contract and civilian ma-
chine shop employees receive Lev-
el II BOV certificates from Airbus 
Helicopter, for single part repairs 
on HH65 gearbox components.  
This certification is the highest 
level available from Airbus for 
gearbox component repairs, and 
requires 40 hours of classwork 
and labs, followed by a rigorous 
final examination.  Presented on 
May 20, 2018 by LCDR Adam 
Cernovich, SRR Engineering Of-
ficer, to (l to r):   Joey Potts, Joe 
Waugaman, William Thompson, 
Joel Moreland and (not pictured) 
Keith Beale.  

Mr. Ed Gibbons presents Carl Woody with 
the Coast Guard Civilian Service Medal dur-
ing his retirement luncheon on June 30th.  
Mr. Woody retired after 28 years of civilian 
service to the Coast Guard, 3 years of civilian 
service to the Army and 20 years of active 
duty service in the Army, retiring as a Major.  
We all wish Carl and his wife, Sue, many 
years of happiness in their retirement. 

Congratulations to Chief Aagard of the Industrial Operations 

Division for being the first to complete ALC's Aviation Depot 

Maintenance (AVIDM) Competency Syllabus, and earning a 

selection to attend advanced training at Florida State College in 

Jacksonville, FL.  Chief Aagard 

was among the 12 initial candi-

dates chosen to complete the 

AVIDM syllabus, and due to his 

hard work, dedication, and 

focus towards the syllabus, he 

was able to complete it is less 

than 12 months.   Once he has 

completed his training at Flori-

da State College, he will then be 

assigned the AVIDM compe-

tency code that will be entered 

into his record. 

AVIDM 



ALC AWARDS    

TEAL RIBBON EVENT 

65 members of USCG Base Elizabeth City and ALC 

stood together during Sexual Assault Awareness and 

Prevention month in a unified effort to support the 

Commandant's policy of "Not in My Coast Guard and 

to promote an enhanced, safe Coast Guard environ-

ment for all.   

March through May 2018 

CG ACHIEVEMENT MEDAL 

COMMANDANT’S LETTER 
OF COMMENDATION 

CG MERITORIOUS TEAM 
COMMENDATION 

 

CIVILIAN LENGTH OF SERVICE 

Keith Stevenson 25 years 

Kipley Brown 20 years 

Darnell Chamblee 15 years 

Paul Copeland 15 years 

Joelle Von George 15 years 

Ronald Taylor 10 years 

Jonathon McPherson 5 years 

AST1 Robert Updike 

AMT2 Timothy Bundy 

AET2 Luiz Leal 

AMTC Matthew Bone 

AETC Christopher Crowley 

CDR Craig Murray 

 

MERITORIOUS SERVICE MEDAL 

CDR Troy Glendye 

CDR Todd Troup 

CDR Ben Schluckebier 

CG COMMENDATION MEDAL 
CWO Christopher Kluyber 

CG GOOD CONDUCT 
AMT Christopher Landon 4th 

AMTC Jason Pharr 6th 

AMTCS Kenneth Irsik 7th 


